Raina’s Word Search

Raina loves to read. Can you help her find all the words in the book below? Words can be diagonal, backwards, up or down!

A M D C C T B R A
L I T A E M N Y N
M I L R S C O I N
Y R A A E H L M M
R L N M O L I C C
R M I E O C A N R
E T A L O C O H C
B L R L M A C C L
A M L I G U M M Y

LOLLI
RAINNA
GUMMY
BERRY
CHOCOLATE
DASH
MINT
COCOA
CARAMEL
MELLI
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Cocoa’s Recipe for Chocolate Covered Pretzels

In *Chocolate Dreams*, Cocoa creates Chocolate Covered Pretzels. You can make them too—even if you aren’t a chocolate fairy! Ask a grown-up to help you, and enjoy these tasty treats.

What you need:

• 12 oz. of chocolate chips (one bag)
• one bag of pretzel rods
• 1 microwavable bowl
• rubber spatula
• a long baking pan
• wax paper
• colored sprinkles

Pour the chocolate chips into the bowl and place in the microwave for 2–3 minutes on high. Stir carefully. When all the chocolate has melted, have a grown-up take the bowl out and place on the counter. The chocolate will be very hot. Cover a pan with wax paper. Carefully dip pretzel rods in chocolate, leaving about three inches on the bottom of the pretzel bare. Lay the chocolate pretzel on the wax paper. After you have finished dipping the pretzels, sprinkle rainbow sprinkles onto the chocolate. Place in refrigerator for about an hour to chill and set. Choc-o-rific!
Help the Candy Fairies find their way around Sugar Valley!

Color in the map below before the Candy Fairies take flight!